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Abstract 

To fabricate a novel metallosilicate zeolite with a tridirectional pore system of 8- and 10-ring 

channels, direct incorporation of B, Al and Ga into small and medium pore ITQ-52 zeolite with 

the IFW-type topology was carried out using a phosphorus-containing organic structure-

directing agent (P-OSDA, 1,4-butanediylbis[tris(dimethylamino)]phosphonium hydroxide). The 

solids were characterized by XRD, FT-IR, 11B, 27Al, 31P and 71Ga MAS NMR spectroscopy before 

and after post-synthesis treatments and steaming. It was found that the P-species derived 

from OSDA were decomposed by heat treatments, forming extra-framework phosphates that 

remain in the cavities of the zeolite. The presence of P-species not only stabilized the Al or Ga 

located in framework positions which adopted a reversible octahedral configuration but also 

decreased the acid strength of the zeolites. The catalytic performance of the Al- and Ga-
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containing ITQ-52 zeolites in the MTO reaction was investigated. We have found that the 

presence of P in ITQ-52 enhanced the catalytic life time, and that the optimum P content for 

the samples with Si/Al = 120 and Si/Ga = 135 were found to be P/Al = 0.17 and P/Ga = 0.14, 

respectively, showing a propene selectivity higher than 35%. 

 

Keywords 

B-, Al- and Ga-containing zeolite; acid strength; Phosphorus modification; methanol to olefins; 

hydrothermal stability 

 

1. Introduction 

Zeolites are one of the most studied functional materials, with wide applications in adsorption, 

ion exchange and catalysis fields.[1][2] The number of new structures is increasing every year, 

having recognized 253 different frameworks by the International Zeolite Association (IZA) up to 

date.[3] The synthesis of the zeolitic materials is usually assisted by organic structure-directing 

agents (OSDAs). Tetraalkylammonium cations are the most common OSDAs but other organic 

molecules, such as aza- and oxo-crown macrocycles, proton sponges, metal complexes, 

alkylphosphonium, sulfonium and arsonium cations, have also been described for zeolite 

synthesis.[4][5] Phosphorus-containing compounds were started to use as OSDA in the ’70s, 

allowing the synthesis of already known zeolites such as ZSM-5 or ZSM-11. [6][7]. The use of a 

mixture of tetraethylphosphonium cations and the corresponding alkylammonium OSDA has 

allowed preparing some small pore zeolites.[8][9][10] Besides, several new zeolites of different 

pore size and dimensionality have also been obtained by using tetraalkylphosphonium cations 

as OSDA. [11][12][13][14][15]. Furthermore, the synthetic natural analogue of the large and 

medium pore boggsite zeolite (ITQ-47) was prepared by using a phosphorus-proton 

sponge.[16] 
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Tetraalkylphosphonium cations do not suffer Hofmann elimination showing better thermal 

stability than tetraalkylammonium cations and allowing the crystallization of zeolites under 

more severe conditions. The phosphorus-containing cations not only work as a versatile OSDA 

but also allow to introduce extra-framework P-species during the synthesis that remain as 

phosphates in the pores and channels of the zeolites upon the heating treatments of the 

solids. This is especially important for the small pore zeolites, which presents a pore aperture 

too small for introducing P by standard post-synthesis methods. The presence of those extra-

framework P-species has a twofold effect on the aluminosilicates, modifying the acid 

properties of the catalyst while increasing the stability of the Al atoms in tetrahedral 

coordination in framework position during reaction or regeneration conditions, where high 

temperatures in the presence of steam are frequently used.[17][18][19] 

The zeolite ITQ-52 (IZA code IFW) is an example of a new structure-type prepared by using a 

phosphorus-containing cation as OSDA (1,4-butanediylbis[tris(dimethylamino)] phosphonium 

hydroxide, P-OSDA).[20] The IFW phase presents a tridirectional pore system of 8- and 10-ring 

channels that intersect one to each other creating large cavities, accessible through two 10R 

and four 8R apertures. Later, the same structure was reported by using the N,N´-diisopropyl-

N,N´-diethylbicyclo[2.2.2]oct-7-ene-2,3:5,6-dipyrrolidinium dication as OSDA obtaining the 

zeolite SSZ-87.[21] In both cases, the synthesized materials were borosilicates. The preparation 

of the Al-containing material will open the study of the catalytic activity of this zeolite. 

Herein, we report the direct synthesis of the IFW-type metallosilicate zeolites, B, Al and Ga-

containing zeolite ITQ-52, by using 1,4-butanediylbis[tris(dimethylamino)]phosphonium 

hydroxide as P-OSDA. The interaction of the extra-framework phosphates formed during the 

heat treatments with the Al and Ga atoms located in framework positions will be studied by 

solid-state NMR spectroscopy. While the influence of the presence of P-species inside the 
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cavities of the zeolite on the adsorption and acid properties as well as its performance in the 

methanol to olefins (MTO) reaction will be discussed 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Synthesis of Al and Ga-containing ITQ-52 zeolite 

The ITQ-52 zeolites were prepared by using the compound 1,4-

butanediylbis[tris(dimethylamino)] phosphonium hydroxide as P-OSDA. The organic molecule 

was prepared as previously described in the literature.[20] In a typical zeolite synthesis, 0.309 

g of H3BO3 (Aldrich) and 15.583 g of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, Aldrich) were added to a 

61.539 g of a 0.26M aqueous solution of the OSDA. The mixture was stirred at room 

temperature for 24 h. The water content was adjusted until obtaining the appropriate 

composition. Then, 1.333 g of HF (48 wt% in H2O, Aldrich) were added. The solidified mixture 

was manually stirred for 5 min. The final synthesis gel with the following molar composition 

0.935 SiO2 : 0.0325 B2O3 : 0.2 OSDA(OH)2 : 0.4 HF : 7.5 H2O was transferred to Teflon lined 

stainless-steel autoclaves and heated at 423 K at its autogenous pressure under tumbling (40 

rpm) for 5 days. The solid was recovered by filtration and washed exhaustively with distilled 

water. The resulting solid was dried at 373 K overnight to obtain the as-made [B]-ITQ-52. 

The Al- and Ga-containing zeolites were prepared following the previous synthesis procedure, 

but Al(OH)3 (Aldrich) and Ga(NO3)3 (Aldrich), used as Al and Ga sources, respectively, were 

dissolved in the aqueous mixture after the addition of TEOS. Also, before the incorporation of 

HF, some crystals of the as-made [B]-ITQ-52 were added as seeds (4 wt% relative to SiO2). The 

zeolites were prepared from a synthesis gel with the following composition 0.935 SiO2 : 

(0.0325-x) B2O3 : x T2O3 : 0.2 OSDA(OH)2 : 0.4 HF : 7.5 H2O : 0.04 Seeds, where, T2O3 is Al2O3 or 

Ga2O3, and x varies from 0.0025 to 0.0325. 
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2.2. Post-synthesis treatments 

The as-made materials were heated at 923 K under air or 873 K under a stream of 20% (v/v) of 

H2 in N2 and then at 923K under air. Some materials were subsequently submitted to a washing 

treatment consisting in the heating of the zeolite ITQ-52 in a 3M aqueous ammonium acetate 

solution at 303 – 363 K for 2 hours and calcined at 823 K under air. Phosphorus wet 

impregnation was carried out on the washed samples by using the proper amount of an 

aqueous H3PO4 solution at room temperature and calcination at 823 K under air. The steaming 

treatment was performed in the sieved sample at 973 K for 5 hours using a water flow rate of 

1 μl·min-1·(g-zeolite)-1 diluted in 100 mL·min-1 of N2. 

Precaution: During the heating under a stream of H2/N2, phosphines are formed, it is necessary 

to use a trap with an aqueous Cu(NO3)2 solution for trapping the reduction products. 

 

2.3. Characterization 

The XRD patterns were collected on a Rint-Ultima III (Rigaku) X-ray diffractometer using Cu Kα 

radiation at 40 kV and 40 mA. The chemical composition was determined by using an 

inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometer ICP-AES, Shimadzu ICPE-9000. Field-

emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images were obtained on a Hitachi SU9000 

microscope at an accelerating voltage of I.0 kV. The thermogravimetric profiles were recorded 

on a thermogravimetric-differential thermal analyser TG-DTA, RigakuThermo plus EVO II. The 

IR spectra of the zeolite using CO and pyridine as probe molecule were recorded in a JASCO 

FT/IR-6100 spectrometer at 153 K and 423 K, respectively. The self-supporting wafers of 20 

mm of diameter and around 50 mg of weight were pre-treated at 673K under vacuum for 1 h. 

The CO was adsorbed and desorbed at 153 K. While the pyridine was adsorbed in the zeolite at 

423 K and desorbed under vacuum at 423, 523 and 623 K. Solid NMR spectra were acquired in 

a JEOL ECA-600 spectrometer. Ammonia desorption profiles were recorded on a MicrotacBEL 
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Multitrack TPD equipment. N2 adsorption isotherms were obtained at 77 K in a BELSORP max 

Bel Japan. The samples were evacuated at 673 K for 12 h before the measurement. 

 

2.4. Catalytic tests 

The MTO reaction was carried out on a fix reactor. Around 100 mg of 50-100 mesh zeolite 

pellets were loaded in a 6 mm quartz tubular flow microreactor. The catalysts were activated 

at 773 K in Ar flow prior to the reaction. The MeOH was fed by a Harvard Apparatus syringe 

pump, mixed with Ar stream in a preheater and introduced in the catalyst bed. The reaction 

was performed at 673 K with a flow rate of WHSV = 0.5 h-1 and a methanol pressure of 5 kPa. 

The product stream was analysed by FID on a GC-2014 equipped with an HP-PLOT/Q capillary 

column. Product selectivities were calculated on the carbon number basis. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Incorporation of Al and Ga in the zeolite ITQ-52 

The zeolite ITQ-52 (IFW) has been prepared as borosilicate in basic and fluoride media using 

the phosphorus-containing cation 1,4-butanediylbis[tris(dimethylamino)]phosphonium 

hydroxide.[20] Zeolite ITQ-52 frequently crystallizes with ITQ-58 [22] and STF-type[23] zeolites, 

being far from being trivial to obtain it as pure phase. The synthesis in the presence of fluoride 

media avoids the formation of ITQ-58, therefore, all syntheses described in this paper were 

carried out in fluoride media.  

The direct incorporation of Al in the zeolite ITQ-52 was attempted several times yielding to 

mixtures of ITQ-52 and STF-type phases (Figure S1). Thus, seeding using as-made [B]-ITQ-52 

was attempted to increase the crystallization rate of ITQ-52 versus the competing phase as has 

been reported for other zeolites.[24][25]. The syntheses were carried out by keeping the 
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Si/trivalent ratio at 15 (Si/(B+Al) = 15). All the obtained solids show the characteristic 

diffraction pattern of the IFW phase (Figure S2). 

The zeolite ITQ-52 was obtained from a Si/Al ratio of 17.8 to pure borosilicate, whilst keeping a 

Si/T(III) very close to 18. The chemical analysis and unit cell volume of the solids are shown in 

Table 1. The [Al_19]-ITQ-52 was prepared by using the sample [B,Al_21]-ITQ-52 as seed 

instead of [B]-ITQ-52, by doing this, the amount of B found in the final solid was negligible. The 

incorporation of trivalent elements (B, Al or Ga) in the framework generates a negative charge 

that is compensated by the cationic OSDA. The chemical analyses show 4 phosphorus atoms 

per unit cell that corresponds to 2 OSDA molecules per unit cell or 1 OSDA per cavity. The 

Si/trivalent ratio of the final solids was close to 18, that is the needed value to compensate the 

positive charges introduced in the framework by the presence of the OSDA. When the 

Si/trivalent ratio was changed in the synthesis gel, the pure IFW-type phase was not obtained 

(Figure S1). Indicating that despite of structure-directing effect of the organic cation, the 

charge density mismatching[26] inhibits ITQ-52 crystallization. 

It was noticed that some diffraction peaks in the XRD patterns of the as-synthesized [B,Al]-ITQ-

52 zeolites shift towards higher d-spacings as Al was increased in the synthesis media. For 

studying this phenomenon, the XRD patterns were indexed with a monoclinic unit cell using 

the program DICVOL[27] integrated into the suite of programs FULLPROF[28]. The unit cell 

parameters of the zeolites are listed in Table S1. The unit cell parameters change with the 

composition of the zeolite, showing a larger elongation for the a and b parameters than for the 

c with the Al content (Figure 1). Whereas the unit cell volume shows a linear correlation with 

the Al atoms per unit cell, suggesting the incorporation of Al in framework positions. 

The chemical environment of the B, Al and P atoms in the obtained solids was studied by solid-

state NMR spectroscopy. Figure 2a shows the 11B, 27Al and 31P MAS NMR spectra of the as-

made [B,Al_91]-ITQ-52, the NMR spectra of samples with different Al content are shown in 
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Figure S3. All the samples show a narrow resonance at -3.8 ppm in the 11B MAS NMR spectra 

assigned to tetrahedral boron in framework positions.[29]. The 27Al MAS NMR spectrum 

confirms the incorporation of the tetrahedral Al in framework positions, being absent any 

resonance centred at 0 ppm characteristic of the octahedrally coordinated species. The 

observation of two resonances at 54 and 56 ppm indicates the presence of Al in two different 

environments in tetrahedral coordination. The existence of several resonances in that region 

has been also attributed to aluminium located at different non-equivalent framework 

positions.[30][31] In a previous work, the preferential location of the boron atoms in 2 of the 

10 different T sites of the borosilicate IFW-type was described.[21] The presence of at least 

two different resonances in the 27Al MAS NMR spectra suggests the non-random siting of the 

Al in the ITQ-52 zeolite, however, the incorporation in preferred location cannot be controlled 

by synthesis. Finally, the single resonance observed in the 31P MAS NMR spectrum at 61 ppm 

indicates that the intact OSDA is located inside the zeolite cavities.  

The synthesis of the Ga-containing ITQ-52 was attempted following a similar strategy. The 

incorporation of Ga was more difficult, this could be explained with the larger size of Ga 

(r=0.47Å) compared with B (r=0.11Å) and Al (r=0.39Å)[32]. The pure ITQ-52 zeolite was 

prepared with a Si/Ga ratio up to 71, while mixtures of ITQ-52, STF-type and amorphous solid 

were obtained when the Ga content was increased in the synthesis media (Figure S1 and S4). 

The chemical analyses and unit cell volume of Ga-containing ITQ-52 zeolites are shown in Table 

1. As in the [Al]-ITQ-52 case, the Si/trivalent ratio was close to 18 and 2 OSDA molecules per 

unit cell were found. Besides, the unit cell volume increases with the Ga content, suggesting 

the incorporation of Ga in framework positions. 

The 11B, 71Ga and 31P MAS NMR spectra of the as-synthesized [B,Ga_82]-ITQ-52 are shown in 

Figure 3a, NMR spectra of as-made samples with different Ga content can be found in Figure 

S5. The 11B and 31P MAS NMR spectra of the [B,Ga_82]-ITQ-52 are very similar to those 
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obtained for the [B,Al_91]-ITQ-52. While, the 71Ga MAS NMR spectra show a broad resonance 

centred at 169 ppm, assigned to tetrahedral Ga incorporated in framework positions.[33] 

The zeolite [B]-ITQ-52 crystallizes forming rectangles prims of 2 x 0.8 x 0.6 μm (Figure S6), that 

are slightly larger than the previously reported crystal sizes.[20] This difference is attributed to 

the influence of the crystallization media on the crystal growth, the [B]-ITQ-52 described in this 

manuscript was synthesized using fluoride anions as mineralizing agent that frequently leads 

to the formation of large crystals.[34] The incorporation of Al in the synthesis gel resulted in 

plate-like crystals agglomerated in prims of a similar size to [B]-ITQ-52 particles. While, the 

[B,Ga_97]-ITQ-52 crystals are very similar to those obtained for the [B]-ITQ-52. 

 

3.2. Evolution of the B, Al, Ga and P species during the thermal treatments 

The Al and Ga-containing ITQ-52 samples were treated at high temperature to decompose the 

OSDA. The heating under air decomposes the OSDA cations in NOx, CO2 and H2O molecules 

that diffuse out of the solid and also, PxOy species are formed that remain in the cavities of the 

zeolite ITQ-52, showing a P/u.c. very similar to that obtained for the as-made sample (Table 

S2). On the other hand, upon the reduction treatment by heating under a stream of H2/N2, the 

OSDA decomposition cannot lead to oxidized species, and phosphorus is partially removed as 

volatile phosphines. Thus, close to 50 wt% of the incorporated P by the OSDA remained as PxOy 

after the second heat treatment under air, in this case, for burning some carbon deposits 

generated during the reduction treatment.  

Finally, more than 90 wt% of the original phosphorus can be removed by washing the zeolite in 

an aqueous ammonium acetate solution. However, the phosphorus washing was more 

effective after the heat treatment under H2/N2 flow than in air. It is remarkable that the 

trivalent cation content in the zeolites barely changed during the different treatments. 

Furthermore, the zeolite framework presents good stability, showing the characteristic 
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diffraction pattern of the IFW phase and comparable peak intensities before and after the 

post-synthesis treatments (Figure S7). 

Solid-state NMR spectroscopy was employed to study the nature of the B, Al, Ga and P species 

after the different treatments. The 11B, 27Al and 31P MAS NMR spectra of the [B,Al_91]-ITQ-52 

as-made and after post-synthesis treatments, are shown in Figure 2. The 11B MAS NMR spectra 

of all solids show a main resonance centred at -3.8 ppm, assigned to tetrahedral B located in 

framework positions. The low intense resonance centred at 20 ppm observed in the sample 

after the washing with the aqueous ammonium acetate solution and calcination is associated 

with the presence of a very minor fraction of B as extra-framework species.[29] 

In the 31P MAS NMR spectra of the heated samples in air or under a H2/N2 stream, [B,Al_91]-

ITQ-52_AT and [B,Al_91]-ITQ-52_HT, respectively, can be distinguished four different 

resonances which intensity varies with the composition of the zeolite. The resonance centred 

at 0 ppm is assigned to extra-framework monomeric phosphate groups. While the resonances 

at -6 and -10 ppm are associated with the presence of pyrophosphoric acid and short-chain 

polyphosphates or pyrophosphates, respectively.[17][35] Finally, the broad resonance centred 

at -15 ppm is attributed to polymeric phosphate species interacting with the Al species that 

appear at -12 ppm in the 27Al MAS NMR.[35] Although this region is characteristic for the Al in 

octahedral coordination, the Al atom remained in the framework. Upon the total removal of 

the extra-framework P-species by the treatment of the sample at 363 K with the aqueous 

ammonium acetate solution and subsequently calcination at 823 K, the resonance centred at –

12 ppm disappeared, increasing the intensity of that assigned to the tetrahedral Al, also a 

minor resonance centred at 0 ppm corresponding to extra-framework Al species formed 

during the calcination of the zeolite is observed. This NMR results clearly indicate the Al can 

adopt a reversible octahedral coordination in the presence of extra-framework P species.  
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For checking the reversibility of this phenomenon, a zeolite ITQ-52 ([Al_20]-ITQ-52) was 

heated under H2/N2, washed with an ammonium acetate solution for removing the P species, 

and calcined, afterwards, the zeolite was wet impregnated with two different P content (1.25 

and 2.50 wt%, corresponding to 1.7 and 3.1 P/u.c.) by using H3PO4 solutions. The 27Al and 31P 

MAS NMR spectra of all the zeolites are shown in Figure S8. The 31P MAS NMR spectra of the 

impregnated samples show a broad resonance from 0 to -50 ppm, similar to that obtained 

upon the heat treatments of the [Al_20]-ITQ-52. The 27Al MAS NMR spectra reflect the 

intensity increase of the resonance centred at -15 ppm with the phosphorus content, 

confirming the reversible octahedral coordination of the Al. However, a small amount of 

octahedral Al at 0 ppm is visible even the P/Al ratio is higher than 1. This extra-framework Al 

species were formed during the calcination of the washed samples and cannot revert to 

framework positions. 

The Ga-containing ITQ-52 zeolite was also studied by MAS NMR spectroscopy, the 11B, 71Ga 

and 31P MAS NMR spectra of the [B,Ga_82]-ITQ-52 as-made and after post-synthesis 

treatments, are shown in Figure 3. The results obtained in the 31P and 11B MAS NMR spectra 

were analogous to those observed for the [B,Al_91]-ITQ-52. Whereas the 71Ga MAS NMR 

spectra show two resonances, the first one centred at 169 ppm corresponds to framework Ga 

in tetrahedral coordination, while the second one appears at -34 ppm, that is the characteristic 

region of Ga in octahedral coordination.[33] As for the previous case, the relative intensity of 

this resonances changes with the P content, recovering the intensity of the resonance at 169 

ppm after removing the extra-framework phosphorus. This study suggests the reversible 

octahedral coordination in the presence of extra-framework P species is not only characteristic 

of the Al, but can also be observed in other trivalent atoms such as Ga. 
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3.3. Influence of the presence of extra-framework P-species in the textural and acid 

properties of the zeolite 

The influence of the presence of extra-framework P species in the acid and textural properties 

of the zeolite ITQ-52 was studied in a series of samples having a Si/Al ratio of 20 and different 

P/Al ratios prepared by heat treatment under a stream of H2/N2 or in air and subsequent 

washing with an aqueous ammonium acetate solution at 303 or 363 K (table 2).  

The acidity of the ITQ-52 zeolites was measured using FT-IR spectroscopy using pyridine and 

CO as probe molecules. Zeolite acidity was calculated from the integrated absorbance of the 

band corresponding to pyridine adsorbed in Brönsted (1550 cm-1) and Lewis (1450 cm-1) acid 

sites using the molar extinction coefficients previously reported by C. A Emeis.[36] The amount 

of adsorbed pyridine decreases with the P content, however, the samples having P/Al ratio 

0.47 and 0.08 show a similar number of Brönsted acid sites at 423 K. This result can be 

explained by the presence of extra-framework Al species in the sample with the lowest P 

content as previously detected by 27Al MAS NMR, and therefore these species could be 

responsible for the high concentration of Lewis acid sites in this sample.  

Figure 4 shows the FT-IR spectra of the ITQ-52 zeolites having different P content using CO as 

probe molecule. The hydroxyls groups are sensitive to the CO interaction showing a band shift 

related to the acid strength of the OH groups.[37] All the samples show a shift of the acidic OH 

group from 3615 to 3296 cm-1 (Δν(OH) = 319 cm-1) considered strong Brönsted acidity. The 

samples containing extra-framework P species also show a second shift of the OH groups 

corresponding to P-OH from 3655 to 3435 cm-1 (Δν(OH) = 220 cm-1), attributed to medium-

weak acidity. The presence of P not only introduces medium-weak acid sites but also decreases 

the number of strong Brönsted acid sites in the catalyst. In the CO vibration region, a main 

band centred at 2174 cm-1 assigned to the stretching vibration of ν(C≡O) on Brönsted acid sites 

is observed for all the samples. While the intensity of the band centred at 2224 cm-1, that is 
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associated with the stretching vibration of ν(C≡O) on the Lewis acid sites, is more pronounced 

when the P content decreases, being in accordance with the previous results. At high CO 

dosages, a new band centred at 2132 cm-1, associated with the physically adsorbed CO, is 

observed in all the samples.[38] 

 

Another effect of the presence of extra-framework P species is the reduction of the N2 

adsorption capacity of the zeolite ITQ-52 (Figure S9), however, even at the highest P content, 

the zeolite ITQ-52 showed more than 70% of micropore volume (Table 2) of the essentially P-

free ITQ-52 material, not observing a severe pore blocking. 

 

3.4. Stability of Al in framework positions under steaming conditions 

It is well known that the presence of extra-framework P-species improves the hydrothermal 

stability of the zeolite ZSM-5.[17][39] For exploring the effect of the P in the zeolite ITQ-52, the 

series of [Al_20]-ITQ-52 zeolites with different P content was studied before and after 

steaming treatment. The XRD diffraction patterns showed in Figure S10 confirm the stability of 

the zeolite framework after heating at 973 K in the presence of steam for 5 h. 

The nature of the hydroxyl groups was studied by FT-IR spectroscopy. Figure 5 shows the FT-IR 

spectra of the ITQ-52 zeolites with different P content before and after steaming treatment. All 

the samples show a sharp band centred at 3735 cm-1, attributed to the stretching vibration of 

the terminal silanols and a band centred at 3604 cm-1 that is generally assigned to the 

stretching vibration of the acid bridging hydroxyl groups Si-OH-Al.[37] The samples with a P/Al 

ratio lower than 1.0 show another band centred at 3575 cm-1 that was assigned to bridging 

hydroxyl groups Si-OH-Al located in a different environment,[40] in accordance with the results 

obtained in the 27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy. The intensity of the band centred at 3655 cm-1 

and the broad band at 3500 cm-1 increases with the P content. The first one was associated 
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with the stretching vibration of P-OH groups,[41] while the second one was assigned to 

disturbed Si-OH-Al groups that are interacting thought H-bonds with Si-OH or P-OH groups.[42] 

After steaming treatment, the intensity of the bands associated with the hydroxyl groups Si-

OH-Al decreased, suggesting the loss of some acid sites during the steaming treatment. The 

intensity change is more pronounced in the sample with the lowest P content, while the 

presence of P seems to stabilize the acid sites under those harsh conditions.  

The changes in the Al species after the steam treatment was followed by 27Al MAS NMR 

spectroscopy (Figure 5). In the NMR spectra of the [Al_20]-ITQ-52 samples before steaming, 

resonances in the characteristic regions for the Al in tetrahedral and octahedral coordination 

are clearly visible for all the samples. The tetrahedral Al region of the zeolite with the lowest P 

content (P/Al = 0.08) is strongly modified after steaming. The intensity of the resonances at 54-

56 ppm decreased notably, at the same time, a broad resonance centred at 50 ppm appeared. 

This region is characteristic of the Al in distorted tetrahedral coordination or 

pentacoordinated.[43] The sample with an intermediated P content (P/Al = 0.47) showed 

similar behaviour, but, the decrease in the intensity of the resonance corresponding to Al in 

framework positions is less pronounced. Besides, a  resonance centred at 40 ppm which is 

generally associated to the presence of aluminophosphates,[44] can be observed suggesting 

the formation of local AlPO4 species inside the cavities of the zeolite. The formation of AlPO4 

islands by the reaction of extra-framework P and Al leached from the framework has been 

previously reported for several zeolites.[45] On the opposite side, the sample with a P/Al ratio 

higher than 1 showed very close profiles before and after steaming treatment, confirming the 

Al stabilization by the presence of P. 

 

3.5. Effect of the presence of extra-framework P in the MTO performance 
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The methanol to olefins (MTO) is one of the most important process to produce short-chain 

olefins.[46] The commercial catalyst SAPO-34 employed in this process shows a better 

performance in the reaction than the aluminosilicate analogue CHA, due to the medium acid 

strength and high thermal/hydrothermal stability. The presence of extra-framework P-species 

decreases the acid strength of the zeolites at the same time enhances the framework stability. 

The influence of the extra-framework P species in the MFI[47] and MCM-22[18] zeolites has 

been previously studied showing changes in the product selectivity and enhancement of the 

catalyst lifetime in the MTO reaction. 

In order to examine the influence of the presence of P in the ITQ-52 zeolite in the MTO 

performance, Al- and Ga-containing samples with different P contents were employed as 

catalysts in the reaction. The methanol conversion and product selectivity in the MTO reaction 

at 673 K for the zeolites [B,Al_120]-ITQ-52 and [B,Ga_135]-ITQ-52 are shown in Figures 6 and 

7, respectively. The presence of P has a significant influence on the catalyst lifetime and 

product selectivity. All the catalysts, except the zeolites with the highest P content, showed an 

initial total conversion of methanol. The low catalytic activity together the results obtained in 

the solid-state NMR and FT-IR study suggests that an excess of P species interacting with the Al 

or Ga atoms (P/Al=3.4 and P/Ga=3.6) could suppress most of the acid sites.  

On the opposite side, the zeolites with a negligible P content showed faster catalyst 

deactivation and higher paraffin selectivity than the samples containing P-species. The alkanes 

are formed through the hydrogen transfer mechanism,[48] which is promoted by the Brönsted 

and Lewis acid sites following different mechanisms.[49][50] The zeolites without P-species, on 

one hand, show strong Brönsted acid sites and, on the other hand, during the heat treatments, 

small amount of extra-framework Al species that act as Lewis acid sites were formed. As a 

consequence, the formation of paraffins is enhanced, particularly, in the case of the 

[B,Al_120]-ITQ-52. 
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The presence of P has also an influence on the alkenes distribution. The propene/ethene ratio 

reached a maximum of 1.4 and 1.6 for [B,Al_120]-ITQ-52 and [B,Ga_135]-ITQ-52 with 

P/Al=0.17 and P/Ga=0.14, respectively. This enhancement in the propene selectivity over the 

ethene can be mainly explained by the low propane formation by the hydrogen transfer 

mechanism. These samples also showed the longest catalytic life, highlighting the importance 

of finding a P content value in which the acid strength is optimal for the MTO reaction. The 

higher selectivity to light olefins (ethane, propene and butenes) observed for the zeolite 

[B,Ga_135]-ITQ-52, could be related with the weaker acid strength of the catalyst compared 

with the Al-containing material. The NH3-TPD profile shows a higher NH3 desorption 

temperature for the [B,Al_120]-ITQ-52 (Figure S11), indicating the presence of stronger acid 

sites than Ga-containing ITQ-52. The FT-IR spectra upon CO adsorption showed the same 

results, where the ΔνOH (CO) for the [B,Al]-ITQ-52 (314 cm-1) was larger than that obtained for 

the [B,Ga]-ITQ-52 (285 cm-1). The relatively fast catalyst deactivation could be related to the 

presence of the large cavities and the big crystals of the ITQ-52 prepared in fluoride media 

(Figure S6). 

Recently, the correlation between the cage-defining ring size of a series of small pore zeolites 

and the light olefin selectivity was reported.[51] The zeolites were sorted out in four categories 

regarding the cage-defining ring size showing similar MTO performance behaviour. Although 

the zeolite ITQ-52 is not a small pore zeolite, it is formed by cavities accessible by four 8R  

and two 10R windows, having a cage-defining ring size of 14 tetrahedra with a maximum 

diameter of a sphere that can be included of 7.7Å. The relation between the light olefins 

selectivities obtained in the MTO reaction and the size of the zeolite ITQ-52 cage is consistent 

with the reported results. 

 

4. Conclusions 
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B-, Al- and Ga-containing IFW-type metallosilicate zeolites, ITQ-52 were prepared by direct 

synthesis using the P-OSDA, 1,4-butanediylbis[tris(dimethylamino)]phosphonium hydroxide. 

The pure borosilicate (Si/B = 17.2) and aluminosilicate (Si/Al = 17.8) materials were crystallized, 

as well as, a series of solids which combined elements. The Ga-containing ITQ-52 was only 

obtained when B was added to the synthesis gel too, with a maximum Si/Ga ratio of 71. The 

use of a P-containing OSDA allowed to introduce extra-framework P-species during the 

synthesis, which content can be controlled by post-synthesis treatments. The solid NMR 

results showed that the phosphorus species remain inside the cavities of the zeolites 

interacting with the Al or Ga located in framework positions, which can adopt a reversible 

octahedral coordination. The presence of P enhanced the stability of the Al in framework 

positions under steaming conditions (973 K for 5 h) at the same time that lowered the acid 

strength of the catalysts, however, an excess of phosphorus significantly decreased the acidity 

and catalytic activity. P content is a compromise between the stability of the Al in framework 

positions and the activity in the MTO reaction. The optimum P content for the samples with 

Si/Al = 120 and Si/Ga = 135 were P/Al = 0.17 and P/Ga = 0.14, respectively, showing longer 

catalyst lifetime, the highest propene selectivity (higher than 35%) and low paraffin formation.  

The combination of the direct incorporation of Al and Ga in the ITQ-52 and the extra-

framework P-species by direct synthesis allowed to obtain a catalyst with improved properties. 

The optimization of this process by using an appropriate combination of P and N-containing 

OSDA could allow controlling the final P content in the absence of secondary post-treatments, 

making the ITQ-52 zeolite a potential catalyst for methanol to light olefins reaction. Thus, our 

findings will contribute to the diversification of the IFW-type zeolite with 8- and 10-ring 

channels. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Chemical composition and unit cell volume of the as-made ITQ-52 zeolites. 

 

 

Table 2. Chemical analyses and acid and textural properties of the zeolite [Al_20]-ITQ-52 

having different P content before and after steaming treatments at 973 K. 

a calculated using the Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) method. b determined from the N2 adsorption isotherm by 
applying the t-plot method. c L423 and B423 were calculated from the integrated absorbance of the band centred at 
1450 cm-1 (Lewis) and 1550 cm-1 (Brönsted), respectively, in the FT-IR spectra. 
 

Sample Si/B Si/Al(Ga) Si/(B+Al(Ga)) P/(B+Al(Ga)) Si/u.c. B/u.c. Al(Ga)/u.c. P/u.c. 
Unit cell 

volume (Å3) 

[B]-ITQ-52 17.2 - 17.2 1.1 60.5 3.5 - 3.8 3838 

[B,Al_206]-ITQ-52 19.0 205.9 17.4 1.1 60.5 3.2 0.3 3.9 3849 

[B,Al_91]-ITQ-52 23.2 90.9 18.5 1.2 60.7 2.6 0.7 3.9 3862 

[B,Al_58]-ITQ-52 31.5 58.5 20.5 1.3 61.0 1.9 1.1 3.8 3879 

[B,Al_21]-ITQ-52 113.1 20.8 17.6 1.2 60.6 0.5 2.9 3.9 3935 

[Al_19]-ITQ-52 - 17.8 17.8 1.2 60.6 - 3.4 4.2 3950 

[B,Ga_291]-ITQ-52 25.7 290.5 21.8 1.4 61.4 2.4 0.2 3.6 3857 

[B,Ga_137]-ITQ-52 26.1 137.2 21.9 1.4 61.2 2.3 0.5 3.9 3866 

[B,Ga_82]-ITQ-52 33.8 81.8 18.5 1.4 61.4 1.8 0.8 3.6 3875 

[B,Ga_71]-ITQ-52 36.6 70.5 18.0 1.4 61.4 1.7 0.9 3.6 3882 

Sample Treatment Si/Al P/Al 
ABET 

(m2/g)a 

Vmic 

(cm3/g)b 

L423 

(mmol py/g)c 

B423 

(mmol py/g)c 

[Al_20]-ITQ-52 - 21.64 1.33 - -  - 

[Al_20]-ITQ-52_AT 923 K, air 21.96 1.35 385 0.153 0.007 0.043 

[Al_20]-ITQ-52_AT_ST Steamed 973 K, 5 h 21.51 1.3 376 0.161 0.007 0.037 

[Al_20]-ITQ-52_ATw303 923 K, air + NH4Ac 303 K 21.49 1.06 420 0.165 0.040 0.203 

[Al_20]-ITQ-52_ATw303_ST Steamed 973 K, 5 h 21.23 1.03 397 0.168 0.033 0.157 

[Al_20]-ITQ-52_HT 873 K, H2/N2 21.68 0.47 515 0.238 0.098 0.607 

[Al_20]-ITQ-52_HT_ST Steamed 973 K, 5 h 21.37 0.46 499 0.229 0.177 0.408 

[Al_20]-ITQ-52_HTw363 873 K,  H2/N2 + NH4Ac 363 K 21.25 0.08 511 0.221 0.402 0.604 

[Al_20]-ITQ-52_HTw363_ST Steamed 973 K, 5 h 21.06 0.05 487 0.202 0.252 0.335 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1. Unit cell volume (left) and relative variation of the a (), b () and c () axes with 

respect to those of the [B]-ITQ-52 (right) with the Al content per unit cell. 

 

Figure 2. 11B, 27Al and 31P MAS NMR spectra of the zeolite [B,Al_91]-ITQ-52 as-made (a), after 

heating at 923 K under air, [B,Al_91]-ITQ-52_AT (b), after heating at 873 K under a stream of 

H2/N2, [B,Al_91]-ITQ-52_HT (c), and after heating at 873 K under a stream of H2/N2, washing at 

363 K with an aqueous solution of ammonium acetate and calcined at 823 K in air, [B,Al_91]-

ITQ-52_HT_w363 (d). 

 

Figure 3. 11B, 71Ga and 31P MAS NMR spectra of the zeolite [B,Ga_82]-ITQ-52 as-made (a), after 

heating at 923 K under air, [B,Ga_82]-ITQ-52_AT (b), after heating at 873 K under a stream of 

H2/N2, [B,Ga_82]-ITQ-52_HT (c), after heating at 873 K under a stream of H2/N2, washing at 363 

K with an aqueous solution of ammonium acetate and calcined at 823 K in air, [B,Ga_82]-ITQ-

52_HT_w363 (d). 

 

Figure 4. Differential FT-IR spectra for ν(OH) (A) and ν(CO) (B) regions of the CO-adsorbed 

zeolite [Al_20]-ITQ-52 heated at 923 K in air, [Al_20]-ITQ-52_AT (a), heated at 923 K in air and 

washed with ammonium acetate at 303 K, [Al_20]-ITQ-52_ATw303 (b), heated at 873 K in 

H2/N2, [Al_20]-ITQ-52_HT (c) and heated at 873 K in H2/N2 and washed at 363 K with 

ammonium acetate, [Al_20]-ITQ-52_HTw363 (d). 

 

Figure 5. FT-IR spectra (left) and 27Al MAS NMR spectra (right) of the zeolite [Al_20]-ITQ-52 

heated at 923 K under air (a) and subsequently washed with ammonium acetate at 303 K (b), 
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heated at 873 K under H2/N2 (c) and subsequently washed with ammonium acetate at 363 K 

(d) before (line) and after (dots) steaming treatment at 973 K for 5 h. 

 

Figure 6. Methanol conversion and product selectivity in the MTO reaction at 673 K for the 

[B,Al_120]-ITQ-52 with different P content. 

 

Figure 7. Methanol conversion and product selectivity in the MTO reaction at 673 K for the 

[B,Ga_135]-ITQ-52 with different P content. 
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Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 5. 
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Figure 6. 

 

Figure 7. 
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